
R18 REGional Workshop

Activity management excellence, what is it, and our journey 
of improvement (LA2, 7, 8, 14,16, 17) 

FOCUS 2021REG



Welcome & House Keeping

• Health & Safety
• Introductions
• Any constraints on the day?
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REGional Workshop R18

• Improve RCA understanding of 
what makes up a good AMP in 
preparation for 2021 LTP.

• Support RCAs to meet 2021 
AMP/LTP and NZTA co-funding 
expectations through their agreed 
improvement plan.

• Support RCAs with their 
understanding of the effectiveness 
of their strategic cases, 
associated strategies and 
realisation of their defined 
benefits.

To ensure RCAs are 
equipped to deliver 
optimal customer 
outcomes by improving 
the AMPs and 
understanding our 
journey to excellence.

Purpose
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• Welcome &  House keeping
• Leadership Minute
• AMP Development

• What needs to be done (a review)
• Good practice example
• Striving for excellence

• AMP Improvement (ALT15)
• REG update
• REGional Champions Update
Lunch 12:30 pm
• Innovation Space
• Reflecting on your Strategic Case
• Intro to the Procurement Strategy Self-assessment & 

Improvement Tool
• Review & Close 

A
ge
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a
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2018 REG 
Learning & 

Development 
Programme

REG
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Learning Activity
LA1 – Utilsing the REG ONRC classification in ‘place’ and ‘space’ (i.e. 
Road/corridor form vs. function)

LA2 – Utilising REG ONRC Performance Measures (customer and 
technical)

LA3 – Improving data quality

LA4 – Improve data reporting 

LA5 – Improving our evidence - Interpretation, analysis, and 
understanding how to use data. Long-term condition and deterioration 
modelling; use of non-asset variables (i.e. economic, social, and 
environmental value)

LA6 – Transport & Road network planning

LA7 – Improving the use of the Business Case Approach

LA8 – Improving the ‘line of sight’ - connecting the ‘why’ to programme 
delivery 

LA10 - Managing and leading change

LA11 – ‘Sharing the story’ - Communicating and engaging with 
stakeholders (Governance, Snr Mgrs, etc) 

LA12 – Improving alignment with sector approval processes (i.e. GPS, 
NLTP/IAF, RLTP, LTP, AMP). 

LA13- Financial, procurement & strategic planning systems –
improving alignment internally for improved AMP outcomes.

LA14 – Business excellence and managing performance

LA15 – Enhancing procurement, service delivery & using the CLoS/PM 
in contracts

LA16 – Improving collaborative outcomes in delivering AMP 
improvement actions & service delivery

LA17 – Supporting innovation and shared knowledge development

Links with 2018 REG L&D Programme

Culture change is 
continued and 

celebrated
• Sector capability is increased

• Collaboration is enhanced
• Sector buy-in is increased

• Improved investment decision 
making

• Improved relationships between 
co-investment partners 

(RCA/NZTA)

Continuous 
Improvement

• RCAs actively progress their AMP 
improvement plans

• RCAs effectively meet 
improvement milestones

• Improvement actions are more 
efficiently delivered

• Innovation is increased
• Delivery of the AMPS for 2021/24 

NLTP shows improvement on 
2018/21

Improved 
communication in 
sharing the story

• Improved senior management and 
governance understanding and 

engagement
• Support to elected members
• RCAs enhance their ability to 

clearly communicate the 
investment story

Desired OutcomesSyste
ms
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FOCUS 2021REGL&D Links to REG Strategy



Leading Without Authority
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Stepping away from a functional focus
Take time to find out who makes things happen in your 
organisation. 
• Whom do people go to for advice and support? 
• And who tends to throw up roadblocks to new ideas and 

changes? 



Activity Management Planning

Exploring what is good?
- Review of the BCA



Looking back at
roadmap to

developing an
AMP Activity 

Management 
Plan

New & 
Improvement
Capital Projects

Business Case Approach Activity Management Planning

Programme 
Business 

Case

Provides the strategic response of the planned future state.  Identifies a 
programme of works or activities that deliver on the strategic case. 

Asset management information identifying maintenance, operations, 
renewals and improvement/new works programmes. 

Strategic 
Case Defines the ‘why’, provides information on the RCAs operating 

environment, strategic issues, and future aspirations.  Identifies the case 
for change or maintaining the status quo.  Contains the strategic context 

and assessment. Early engagement with key stakeholders.

Point of 
Entry

Discussion about what you already have or don’t have. Agree approach 
on what you need to do to complete the BCA AMP. Early engagement 

meeting between RCA & NZTA.

Indicative
Business 

Case

The point where individual activities are progressed. Provides the basis 
for telling the investment story on the long list of options, risks, and 
trade offs on risk verses benefits.  Allows decision makers an early 

opportunity to choose a preferred option to progress for further 
investigation in the detailed case.    

Detailed
Business 

Case

Detailed analysis of costs, risks, and benefits on the preferred option. 
Provides decision makers with evidence that the preferred option is the 

best feasable solution, addresses the problems and delivers the 
outcomes identified in the strategic case, and is afforable.  

Takes into account the assumptions of the future, 
objectives, and underlying  or umbrella strategic
 documents. Helps position desired outcomes 

against the wider local, regional, and national outcomes. 

Strategic 
Context

      Clearly defines the problems, benefits, and consequences. 
Ensures these are well understood and 

identifies the outcomes that will be achieved 
by addressing it.  

 Strategic 
Assessment

Provides robust evidence that a decision to invest in a programme of 
works represents best value for money. Identifies a long list of 
alternatives, options, potential costs and identifies a preferred 

programme of activities to progress.

1Start Here

1

2

Agree approach and starting point in the business case approach 
process for identified capital projects.  Meeting between RCA & NZTA.

Capital projects not identified in the BCA AMP may require the 
development of a strategic and programme case.

Depending on the complexity of the RCA, portfolios may be created 
containing multiple programmes or activities. An activity strategic case 
may be required depending on the information contained in the BCA 

AMP. Helps develop useful groupings of activities to tell a more cohesive 
story (i.e. portfolios based on geography, modes, or asset classes).
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Point	of	Entry

Delivery of maintenance and operations. 
Delivery of capital projects/activities.

Review performance and delivery 
against the strategic case. 

7

Implementation 
& 

Post Implementation
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REG Activity/Asset Management Competency Framework Alignment to ISO 55001
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REG Pillars 
Driving a 
Culture 
Change B
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How do you define what a good AMP is?

How do you define what excellence looks like?
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Exploring Good

The Strategic Case
• What makes a good strategic case?

A few examples
• Ruapehu
• Manawatu
• DOC
• Clutha
• Central Otago
• Napier
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Exploring Good – using your strategic case & 
the examples provided…

• What can you identify as being good practice?

• What could be improved? 

• What could you use from the document in your 
own strategic case?

• What could you offer from your Strategic Case 
to help improve the one your looking at?
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Learning Zone - AMP Exemplar (work in progress)

• If developed in line with the principles of the Business Case 
Approach, an AMP can fulfil the role of a strategic case or 
even a programme business case for many of a council’s 
transport activities. 

I’m Dave, an experienced business case developer at the New 
Zealand Transport Agency. You might recognise me from the 
Business Case Approach learning modules on Learning Zone. As 
you use the AMP example tool, I’ll pop up occasionally to provide 
context or highlight an example. 
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Learning Zone - AMP Exemplar (work in progress)

We’ve developed this AMP example tool to:
• showcase examples of good practice in the development and review of 

AMPs 
• prompt you to reflect on how you use evidence and present information and 

analysis in your AMP.
• The examples used in this tool are in the form of extracts from the Central 

Otago District Council’s AMP and the Whangarei District Council’s AMP. Both 
these AMPs were submitted to the Transport Agency for review in December 
2017.  

In this tool, you’ll see a list of high-level headings that can be 
found in most AMPs. These headings and their sub-topics are 
not meant to be exhaustive, but to demonstrate the type of 
critical thinking and analysis that go into developing a good AMP. 
Use the tool to spark thinking, but not as a template. Your council 
operates within a unique context and must tell its own story. 



AMP Improvement & Our 
learning and development 
journey
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AMP Improvement  Framework
Post Workshop - In preparation for R18:
• Complete a partnership meeting between 

yourselves and your NZTA Investment Advisor.  Review the
first draft, R16 feedback from peers, and incorporate new 
items and/or refine existing items in improvement plan. 

• Confirm action items, accountabilities (who is doing the task), and due dates.
• Identify support required from: your organisation, NZTA, REG. 
• Obtain sign-off from NZTA Investment Advisors and your internal manager.  
• Refresh yourself and prepare to present the above info at the R18 workshop.

At R18 Workshop
• We will showcase more work from the last LTP work from across the country to look at 

what has been done and how this could be further improved.
• Partnership presentation (joint presentation RCA and NZTA Investment Advisors). Be 

prepared to discuss topics identified above in ‘post workshop’. 
• Workshop session: Discuss ‘good’ examples from across the country and from peers’ 

joint presentations. 



Where does REG 
need to focus in 
supporting you over 
the next 3-years?

You gave use over 
250 suggestions 
across the country
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Pillar Improvement THEMES From R17 Feedback
Systems Evidence Communications Decision 

Making
Service delivery Benefit delivery People Culture Quality Improve

Improving 
competencies 

Usability and 
accessibility 

REG to assist with 
key messages 

Deciding what 
direction needs 
to be taken 

Understand 
ONRC in service 
delivery

Measurement and 
timing of benefits

Improve 
competency and 
capability

Sharing and 
learning

Providing 
guidance 

Quality of data Quality and use of 
communication 
plans

Early IAF advice 
and  NZTA 
funding 
certainty 

Guidance 
material

Defining what the 
benefits are

Improve culture Process for 
continuous 
improvement

Improving 
information 
systems, 

Collection of 
evidence

Improve 
communication/en
gagement with the 
public

Improved data 
quality

Upskill of supply 
chain about REG 
work

Guidelines and 
tools

Improved 
communications

Training and 
improving 
competencies 
and capability

Improving data 
systems

Provision of 
guidance 

Collaboration, 
sharing and 
ongoing 
communication

Improving the 
decision 
process across 
the sector

Standardisation 
of specifications

Continuous 
improvement of 
benefits

Asset 
Management as 
an attractive 
career

Collaboration, 
sharing and 
ongoing 
communication

Collaboration, 
sharing and 
ongoing 
communication

REG to assist 
RCAs telling the 
story to 
Governance

Improving 
workshop 
content and 
audiences

Having clarity 
around the 
outcomes to be 
delivered

Improve sector 
capacity

line of sight from 
BCA outcomes to 
AMP

Innovation and 
learning

Use to improve 
innovation

Improve 
competency and 
capability
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REG Programme Delivery and Learning & Development

One Network Classification

One Network Framework Enhancement

One Network LoS & Performance 
Measures

Performance Measure Reporting Tool 
Development

Data Quality Framework

Annual Data Quality Reports

Excellence Programme

Procurement & Service Delivery

Digital Engineering for Transport

Communicating the Story

Building AMP Strategic Case

Building AMP Programme Case

Improvement Plan Management

Regional Council Integration

Data Quality Improvement

Developing your Evidence Base

Benefit Realisation

Strategic Procurement & Service 
Delivery

Utilising the One Network Framework

Growing Leadership & Collaboration

Innovation

Sharing Knowledge

Aligning Messages with Conferences

Local Government

MOT &
NZTA 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2019

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2020

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2021

RCA Improvement Planning Delivery

RLTP Strategic Section & Align to GPS

LTP Consultation

IAF Review IAF Alignment

AMP Draft AMP Final

NLTP LaunchAMP Assessments IAF Capital Moderation

Classificati
on 
Enhancem
entPlace & 
Space

Envelopes for  current LoS & PMs 
confirmed

Design new data metrics and reporting

Framework Developed

Report Report Report

IPWEARIMS

LG Elections

REG Focus 2021 Workshops R17

FINAL v1.2 

Expanding PMRT capability and adding new LoS/PMs 

Rollout Excellence Programme Implemented by sector; trialing 2018 AMP; refine and updates based on feedback Excellence - 2021 AMP

Procur. Strategy Gap 
Assessment

Develop & compile strategies
ONRC into contracts

Asset Management Data 
Standard

DEFT implementation Embedding Normalising

Govt Elections
GPS – Draft; feedback

Draft in TIO Final in TIO

GPS Released IAF O&M Moderation

IDF Draft

FOCUS 2021REG

NLTP  Board Sign Off

IDF Live

LTP Final

F2 F3 F4

LVR NZIHTIPWEARIMS LVR NZIHTIPWEARIMS LVR

F5 F6 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

ConsultationProg. incorporated RTC 
Adopt 
RLTP

RC Adopt RLTP & submit to NZTA

ONRC into contracts

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

LGNZ LGNZ LGNZ
SOLG

M
SOLG

M
SOLG

M

Who should be 
involved, the Roading 
/ Asset Manager &…

Comms teams

Planners, strategy 
teams

Contract Managers

Anyone with actions

Regional Councils, 
planners, strategy 

teams
Data, analysts, 

consultants/contractors

Planners, strategy 
teams

Contract managers, 
service delivery team, 

planners, strategy 
teams

Planners

AMP 
Pre-assessment 

Engagement

Prep for  
report

18/19 
Reports

Prep for  
report

19/20 
Reports

Prep for  
report

20/21 
Reports

Develop new LoS & PMs

2019 2020 2021

R18
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Pillars of Success Outcomes Desired

Systems
The interconnected framework of 

accountabilities, timeframes, processes, 
policies, and practices that enable an 

organisation/sector to function effectively

Fit for purpose 
planning and delivery 
of optimal community 

outcomes 

Evidence
The information that accurately represents a 

situation and facilitates the making of 
decisions

Robust evidence

Communicating
Conveying information in a manner that 

informs and enlightens the understanding of 
those receiving it

The audience being 
communicated with 

understands what it is 
about
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Pillars of Success Outcomes Desired

Decision Making
The art of using evidence and information to 

select an option that best addresses issues and 
leads to the realisation of appropriate 

outcomes/benefits

Good quality infrastructure 
that cost effectively meets the 

needs of current and future 
communities 

Service Delivery
The provision of advice, information, guidance, 

and/or physical works consistent with the 
outcome and requirements identified as required

Value based delivery of 
defined customer outcomes

Benefit Delivery
The realisation of benefits as an outcome of 

works and services delivered and in particular; 
the benefits identified in the strategic case

Problems are addressed and 
identified benefits are 

delivered

Continuous Improvement
The process that continuously moves an 

organisation towards optimal outcomes and fit 
for purpose delivery

Striving to deliver the best for 
their community

People / Culture
The tangible emotional expression that reflects 

the values, attitudes and behaviours of the 
people within an organisation

Positively motivated and 
capable people owning quality 

outcomes
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Pillars of 
Success

Project Title

Activity

Current Status

Future Status and Identified 

Improvements

Improvement approach
Priority Timeframe Responsibility

Resources

Status Update / Notes
% complete Risk Level Risk Management Plan

SYSTEMS
1 Improvement framework Adopting regional improvement 

framework

New framework prototype drafted for 

discussion and feedback.

Agreed framework adopted and 

signed off by NZTA and RCAs.  Regular 

meetings and monitoring.  Supports 

continuous improvement and NLTP 

funding conditions.  Preparing RCA 

for 2021 NLTP.

Partnership workshop to discuss 

approach and framework.

High

Transport Manager 

& NZTA IA

5 Low

2 Line of sight
Improve the use of the BCA and line of 

sight connection in Activity 

Management Plan and programme of 

works. 

Regional AMP has been developed 

with regional problem statements.

Test problem statements within each 

local RCA network.  Better understand 

the scale of regional problems at 

local level. Improve link of local 

programme delivery to high level 

strategy.  Improve use of BCA in AMP 

for next NLTP.

Work collaboratively with other 

regional RCAs.  Ensure individual 

ownership and how this applies 

within each individual RCA.

High

Transport Manager

10 Medium

3 ONRC integration
Improve how the ONRC is l inked to 

business systems

Regional AMP has been developed 

incorporating the ONRC; 2018 NLTP 

use of ONRC was a new initiative and 

work to date has started the 

integration.

Business / AMP systems fully 

integrated with ONRC classification, 

levels of service, and  use of 

performance measures.

Work collaboratively with other 

regional RCAs and NZTA.

High

Transport Manager

15 High

EVIDENCE
4 RAMM database

Upgrade of the RAMM databases 2016/17 Data Quality score 34. 

Number of major data quality issues 

present

Accurate, complete and timely RAMM 

data to better inform investment 

decisions and facil itate performance 

management. Improved capability to 

util ise data

Audit RAMM databases and identify 

gaps. Develop and implement 

prioritised action plan. Assess 

options for future management of 

RAMM databases

High

Transport Manager

20 High

5 ONRC measures
Collection and reporting of ONRC 

customer performance and technical 

output measures

A number of ONRC performance 

measures are not being collected 

and/or monitored

Collect data to better understand 

network performance indicators, 

comparative measures and guide 

investment 

Draft ONRC data collection plan, 

collect and store data, analyse and 

report

High

Transport Manager

25 Medium

6 Satisfaction surveys
Collection and analysis of customer 

and stakeholder satisfaction with the 

road networks

Varied approach to customer 

satisfaction surveys

Review satisfaction survey questions 

and usefulness of data received. 

Adopt conistent approach across 3 

West Coast Councils to enrich data 

set and contribute to benchmarking 

for the region

Define customer user groups, develop 

plan and programme for collection of 

data from users groups, implement 

and analyse data

Medium
Transport Manager

30 Low

COMMUNICATING

7 Asset mgmt plan
Fully integrate the technical asset 

management plan with BCA AMP to 

support a cohesive investment story.

Two separate documents exist; 

Combined BCA Activity MP and 

technical asset management plan.

Explore potential to integrate and 

combine for a more cohisive 

investment story.

Review audit NZ findings and REG 

guidance. Disuccus approach with 

NZTA IA. 

Medium
Transport Manager

35 Low

DECISION MAKING

8 Forward works programme Programme development
Lack of data and evidence base to 

develop proactive forward works 

programmes.

Use data to develop longer term views 

in renewal programmes which will  

assist collaboration and procurement 

opportunities

Co-ordinated approach to data 

collection, review of strategic 

problems and priorities, develop and 

assess programme options for 2021-

24 bid

Medium
Jul-20 Transport Manager

40 Medium

SERVICE DELIVERY

9 Procurement strategy
Review of procurement strategies Out of date procurement strategy Reviewed, updated and endorsed 

procurement strategy

Identify what is being purchased, 

extent of competition in the market, 

capacity and capability of market and 

internal staff, purchase selection 

methods, collaboration opportunities

High
Dec-18 Transport Manager

45 High

10 Maintenance contract
Procurement of new transport and 

roading contracts

10 yr maintenance contract ends July 

2020

Retender maintenance contract 

having regard to updated 

procurement strategy. Adopt common 

contract specs across the WC 

Councils, integrate ONRC

Develop programme of tasks required 

over 20 month period between Sept 

2018 and July 2020. Obtain internal 

approvals and develop 

communications plan

High
Apr-20 Transport Manager

50 High

PEOPLE / CULTURE

11 Regional collaboration Regional collaboration is continued 

to be developed and new 

opportunities identified

Collaboration and development of 

combined AMP occurred in 2018 

NLTP.

Continue to work together with shared 

improvement opportunities for AMP 

development.  Identify further 

collaborative opportunities

Reinstating regular collaboration 

meetings.  Involve both RCAs and 

NZTA.

High

Transport Manager

55 Medium

12 Capability plan
Development of a regional capability 

and success plan

No plan in place

Review individual RCA plans (if 

available) and identify any gaps. 

Individual RCA capability matrix of 

core competencies required 

developed. Combine into an 

integrated regional plan.  Gaps 

identified collectively. Action plan 

developed collectively.

Medium
Transport Manager HR departments

60 Low

Project Title Activity Current Status Future Status and Identified 
Improvements

Improvement approach Priority Timeframe Responsibility Resources Status Update / Notes % complete Risk Level Risk Management Plan

SYSTEMS
1 Improvement framework Adopting regional improvement 

framework
New framework prototype drafted for 
discussion and feedback.

Agreed framework adopted and 
signed off by NZTA and RCAs.  Regular 
meetings and monitoring.  Supports 
continuous improvement and NLTP 
funding conditions.  Preparing RCA 
for 2021 NLTP.

Partnership workshop to discuss 
approach and framework.

High Transport Manager 
& NZTA IA

5 Low

2 Line of sight Improve the use of the BCA and line of 
sight connection in Activity 
Management Plan and programme of 
works. 

Regional AMP has been developed 
with regional problem statements.

Test problem statements within each 
local RCA network.  Better understand 
the scale of regional problems at 
local level. Improve link of local 
programme delivery to high level 
strategy.  Improve use of BCA in AMP 
for next NLTP.

Work collaboratively with other 
regional RCAs.  Ensure individual 
ownership and how this applies 
within each individual RCA.

High Transport Manager 10 Medium

3 ONRC integration Improve how the ONRC is l inked to 
business systems

Regional AMP has been developed 
incorporating the ONRC; 2018 NLTP 
use of ONRC was a new initiative and 
work to date has started the 
integration.

Business / AMP systems fully 
integrated with ONRC classification, 
levels of service, and  use of 
performance measures.

Work collaboratively with other 
regional RCAs and NZTA.

High Transport Manager 15 High

EVIDENCE
4 RAMM database Upgrade of the RAMM databases 2016/17 Data Quality score 34. 

Number of major data quality issues 
present

Accurate, complete and timely RAMM 
data to better inform investment 
decisions and facil itate performance 
management. Improved capability to 
util ise data

Audit RAMM databases and identify 
gaps. Develop and implement 
prioritised action plan. Assess 
options for future management of 
RAMM databases

High Transport Manager 20 High

5 ONRC measures Collection and reporting of ONRC 
customer performance and technical 
output measures

A number of ONRC performance 
measures are not being collected 
and/or monitored

Collect data to better understand 
network performance indicators, 
comparative measures and guide 
investment 

Draft ONRC data collection plan, 
collect and store data, analyse and 
report

High Transport Manager 25 Medium

6 Satisfaction surveys Collection and analysis of customer 
and stakeholder satisfaction with the 
road networks

Varied approach to customer 
satisfaction surveys

Review satisfaction survey questions 
and usefulness of data received. 
Adopt conistent approach across 3 
West Coast Councils to enrich data 
set and contribute to benchmarking 
for the region

Define customer user groups, develop 
plan and programme for collection of 
data from users groups, implement 
and analyse data

Medium Transport Manager 30 Low

COMMUNICATING
7 Asset mgmt plan Fully integrate the technical asset 

management plan with BCA AMP to 
support a cohesive investment story.

Two separate documents exist; 
Combined BCA Activity MP and 
technical asset management plan.

Explore potential to integrate and 
combine for a more cohisive 
investment story.

Review audit NZ findings and REG 
guidance. Disuccus approach with 
NZTA IA. 

Medium Transport Manager 35 Low

DECISION MAKING
8 Forward works programme Programme development Lack of data and evidence base to 

develop proactive forward works 
programmes.

Use data to develop longer term views 
in renewal programmes which will  
assist collaboration and procurement 
opportunities

Co-ordinated approach to data 
collection, review of strategic 
problems and priorities, develop and 
assess programme options for 2021-
24 bid

Medium Jul-20 Transport Manager 40 Medium

SERVICE DELIVERY
9 Procurement strategy Review of procurement strategies Out of date procurement strategy Reviewed, updated and endorsed 

procurement strategy
Identify what is being purchased, 
extent of competition in the market, 
capacity and capability of market and 
internal staff, purchase selection 
methods, collaboration opportunities

High Dec-18 Transport Manager 45 High

10 Maintenance contract Procurement of new transport and 
roading contracts

10 yr maintenance contract ends July 
2020

Retender maintenance contract 
having regard to updated 
procurement strategy. Adopt common 
contract specs across the WC 
Councils, integrate ONRC

Develop programme of tasks required 
over 20 month period between Sept 
2018 and July 2020. Obtain internal 
approvals and develop 
communications plan

High Apr-20 Transport Manager 50 High

PEOPLE / CULTURE
11 Regional collaboration Regional collaboration is continued 

to be developed and new 
opportunities identified

Collaboration and development of 
combined AMP occurred in 2018 
NLTP.

Continue to work together with shared 
improvement opportunities for AMP 
development.  Identify further 
collaborative opportunities

Reinstating regular collaboration 
meetings.  Involve both RCAs and 
NZTA.

High Transport Manager 55 Medium

12 Capability plan Development of a regional capability 
and success plan

No plan in place Review individual RCA plans (if 
available) and identify any gaps. 

Individual RCA capability matrix of 
core competencies required 
developed. Combine into an 
integrated regional plan.  Gaps 
identified collectively. Action plan 
developed collectively.

Medium Transport Manager HR departments 60 Low

Your AMP Improvement 
Story
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Quality Improvement

REG Pillars 
of Success

Enabling Sector 
ExcellenceWhat are you 

focusing on?

ALT15



REG Update
Doing the Right Thing Right – Enabling 
Excellence

• Data Quality
• DEFT
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You were right …..improving data quality is not magic……
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What guidance is still coming?
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Access to Data Quality resources and guidance……
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What tricks are up your sleeve to achieve your target data quality..

www.nzta.govt.nz/reg/dqp
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Digital Engineering for Transport (DEfT) – Background
• Technology is advancing, Industry 4.0
• International experiences with digital show significant disruption risks 

AND efficiency and productivity opportunities
• the Internet of Things, autonomy, electrification, ride sharing, etc

• Standardisation of core asset management is key à AMDS Project
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DEFT Key deliverables
Phase Key Components

Transport AMDS • Coordination through NTSC and REG Data & Insights Group – Underway
• Shared standards portal – Underway (RCA UX changes being actioned)
• Publish Land Transport AMDS – By July 2019

Implementation 
Planning

• Roadshows and workshops with sector through REG and sector – Underway
• Single Stage Business Case (SSBC) for successful implementation - Developing
• Identification of key technology requirements and enablers – Underway

Implementation • Detailed stakeholder workshops with sector - Planning
• Council test cases / pilots commenced to inform / manage risks - Planning
• Resourcing, and technology requirements defined through LTP / NLTP – Starting

Embedding (2021 - ) • Phased roll out / embedding of AMDS and technology change across the sector
• Stakeholder training and capability programme commenced

Normalising (2027 - ) • Phased roll out / embedding of AMDS and technology change continues
• Ongoing stakeholder training and capability programme established
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Proposed Consistent Foundation / Key Technology 
Enablers
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Data 
Exchange

Contact: Myles Lind at amds@nzta.govt.nz



REGional Champion Update



Innovation Space



30-Year Infrastructure Strategy and 
Strategic Case
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Infrastructure Strategy and BCA
1. The 30-year Infrastructure Strategy is a mandatory statutory 

requirement for local authorities 
2. The BCA is required as part of the AMP
3. The BCA requirements parallel the requirements of the 

Infrastructure Strategy
4. Ideally the BCA Strategic Case should fall out of the 30-year 

infrastructure strategy.
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Infrastructure 
Strategy Link  
to Financial  

Strategy
Extract from 

OAG Publication
2014 publications / Water and roads: Funding 

and management challenges / Part 2: How 
infrastructure assets are currently managed

Figure 2  
Aspects of asset management that contribute to good infrastructure strategy 

 

Note: Sections 101A and 101B are references to the Local Government Act 2002. 

http://www.oag.govt.nz/2014
http://www.oag.govt.nz/2014/assets
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Other Linkages
The 30 year infrastructure strategy 

1. informs the LTP 
2. responds to the District Plan
3. provides the overview for AMP investment
4. Should not be inconsistent with the GPS or RLTP
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Infrastructure strategy: Clause 101B LG Act 
1) A local authority must, as part of its long-term plan, 

prepare and adopt an infrastructure strategy for a period 
of at least 30 consecutive financial years.

2) The purpose of the infrastructure strategy is to—
(a) identify significant infrastructure issues for the 

local authority over the period covered by the 
strategy; and

(b) identify the principal options for managing those 
issues and the implications of those options.
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Infrastructure strategy: Clause 101B Contd
3) The infrastructure strategy must outline how the local authority 

intends to manage its infrastructure assets, taking into account the 
need to—
i. renew or replace existing assets; and
ii. respond to growth or decline in the demand for services reliant 

on those assets; and
iii. allow for planned increases or decreases in levels of service 

provided through those assets; and
iv.maintain or improve public health and environmental outcomes

or mitigate adverse effects on them; and
v. provide for the resilience of infrastructure assets by identifying 

and managing risks relating to natural hazards and by making 
appropriate financial provision for those risks.
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Infrastructure strategy: Clause 101B Contd
4) The infrastructure strategy must outline the most likely 

scenario for the management of the local authority’s 
infrastructure assets over the period of the strategy and, in 
that context, must—
(a) show indicative estimates of the projected capital and 

operating expenditure associated with the management of 
those assets—
(i) in each of the first 10 years covered by the strategy; 

and
(ii) in each subsequent period of 5 years covered by the 

strategy; and
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Infrastructure strategy: Clause 101B Contd
4) The infrastructure strategy must outline . . . continued

(b) identify—
(i) the significant decisions about capital expenditure the 

local authority expects it will be required to make; and
(ii) when the local authority expects those decisions will 

be required; and
(iii) for each decision, the principal options the local 

authority expects to have to consider; and
(iv) the approximate scale or extent of the costs 

associated with each decision; and
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Infrastructure strategy: Clause 101B Contd
4) The infrastructure strategy must outline . . . continued

(c) include the following assumptions on which the scenario is 
based:
(i) the assumptions of the local authority about the life 

cycle of significant infrastructure assets:
(ii) the assumptions of the local authority about growth or 

decline in the demand for relevant services:
(iii) the assumptions of the local authority about increases 

or decreases in relevant levels of service; and
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Infrastructure strategy: Clause 101B Contd
4) The infrastructure strategy must outline . . . continued

(d) if assumptions referred to in paragraph (c) involve a high 
level of uncertainty,—
(i) identify the nature of that uncertainty; and
(ii) include an outline of the potential effects of that 

uncertainty.
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Benefits 
realised

Problems 
Solved

ProcurementAMP

Line of Sight – How it fits together
Purpose of Local Government 
to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure . . 
. in a way that is most cost-effective for households and businesses

GPS RLTP

Strategic Case
Problems Defined
Benefits identified

NZTA 
IAF

30 Year 
Infrastructure 

Strategy 

LTP

Service 
Delivery
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Current Infrastructure Strategies
1. The current 30-year Infrastructure Strategies are the second 

since the mandatory requirements were implemented under 
the Local Government Act  

2. Some have still been developed as a compliance exercise
• generally by simply extending the current expenditure out 

for 30 years 
• these strategies are not based on robust long-term 

analyses of infrastructural asset and investment 
requirements 
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Opportunities – Infrastructure Strategies and BCA 

• If a robust 30 year Infrastructure Strategy is not in place, the 
BCA Strategic Case provides a good starting point for 
developing one.

• A robust 30 year Infrastructure Strategy will underpin future 
BCA exercises and provide long-term understanding of the 
road network needs



Realising Strategic Benefits
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Benefits-led investment
Activities that seek funding via the National Land Transport 
Programme (NLTP) need to provide understanding of how the 
identified benefits align with the GPS 
This is linked to the BCA principle of investing for benefits, and 
means business cases are developed through a benefits led 
approach rather than intervention-led. 
The strategic case phase requires strategic planning for investments 
rather than projects
it’s about investment management, not project management.

So, what’s the difference?
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Project Management vs Investment Management
Project management

• Will the project complete 
within budget?

• Will it deliver to its planned 
schedule?

• Were the expected products 
delivered?

Investment management
• Is the logic for the planned 

investment clear?
• Is there a sound business 

case to proceed?
• Were the expected benefits 

realised?
• How does this fit with what 

else we’re doing
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Defining benefits
A benefit is a measurable improvement that answers the 
question ‘What value is derived from this outcome?’ 
Good-quality benefits:

• are clearly aligned to the problem statements
• are clearly linked to the results the organisation seeks
• have enough context to demonstrate local impact
• are clearly attributable to the potential solution
• are worth pursuing – they justify the expenditure or effort
• are supported by good-quality performance indicators
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Benefits require performance indicators
When considering these, ask:

• What value will the investment provide to the organisation or 
its customers?

• What performance measures will demonstrate the 
investment’s specific contribution to the identified benefit?

Performance measures must:
• be meaningful, measurable, and attributable to the 

investment
• demonstrate measurable outcomes, not capabilities
• provide an obvious connection to the benefits and outcomes 

in the context of their local impact.



Procurement & Service Delivery

Helping You Lead and Change -
REG is here to help and 
support  you to create better 
outcomes
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Procurement Strategies Self Assessment and 
Improvement Tool 

Why
Having a sound strategic approach will 
significantly influence the AO’s ability to obtain 
better value and community outcomes. The 
risk of not maintaining value increases 
significantly with a poor procurement strategy
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Procurement Strategies Self Assessment and 
Improvement Tool 

Purpose
To assist AOs in improving the outcomes 
and value from their procurement and 
service delivery by enabling them to;
• work collaboratively 
• set appropriate levels for their 

procurement strategies
• understand their current state and 

develop an improvement plan to close 
any gaps
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Procurement Strategies Self Assessment and 
Improvement Tool 

How it Works 
• Assesses the current level of your Procurement Strategy
• Determines the appropriate level for your Procurement 

Strategy.
• Identifies the gaps in the current strategy and the 

improvements necessary to reach the target score you 
have selected

• Develops your improvement plan
• Provides a starting point for collaboration
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Procurement Strategies Self Assessment and 
Improvement Tool 

Tool Part A
• Outcome Definition
• Procurement Programme
• Procurement Environment 
• Approach to selecting Delivery 

Model
• Implementation
• Improvement Plan

Tool Part B
Delivery and 
Procurement Plans
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Procurement Strategies Self Assessment and 
Improvement Tool - Sample

Improvement

Section Element 

Scoring Criteria

My Score 
Minimum Basic Good/Detailed Advanced

5 10 15 20

Implementation

Strategy supported 
by  an assessment of 
AO capability and 
capacity

An assessment of AO 
capability and 
capacity

Plus assessment is 
based on Smart 
Buyer Self 
Assessment Tool

Plus gaps are 
identified between 
current and required 
capability and 
capacity

Plus 
Training/mentoring 
programme in place 
to close gaps

Reason for Score 
awarded

My Target (my 
organisation's 

appropriate level)

Comments on 
Reasons and 

Appropriateness of 
the Target

Gaps / Improvements 
Required

(to be incorporated into 
Improvement Plan)

Section of Procurement 
Strategy containing 

evidence
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Integrating ONRC into Your Contracts

Why
• To do the right thing on 

the right road at the right 
time

• A consistent customer 
experience throughout NZ
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Integrating ONRC into your contracts

Customer 
LOS

Nationally Significant Low Volume Access Classification
Significant Tolerable LoS
Fast Slow Response Times
Frequent Infrequent Inspections

Classification

What does differential 
LoS mean to you?
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Integrating ONRC into your contracts

Using it’s 10 local authority members, RATA has 
developed Maintenance Intervention Strategy LoS, 

response times and inspection frequencies for ONRC 
road classification levels.

REG is wanting to build on this nationally
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Integrating ONRC into your contracts

Procurement Group Work Plan
oDevelop a process at a high level to facilitate governance  & 

leadership buy in
oDevelop intervention level ranges using RATA material 
oTest these intervention levels with a cross section of RCAs 
oEvaluate feedback and refine intervention levels/ranges
oConsider other activities and intervention level ranges
oComplete the REG Procurement Survey so REG can workout 

timing of workshops and better understand the sector
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Your feedback is valued

Sense testing

Gaps
Risks

Opportunity for the future



THANK YOU!!

FOCUS 2021REG
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Chris Olsen

16 Solway Place 
Papakowhai

Porirua  5024

P: 04 2339697 
M: 0274 477098

chris@coconsulting.co.nz

David Fraser

10 Bayview Drive
Waiuku 2123

P: +64 9 2357245 
M: 027 4739493

david@amsaam.co.nz

Erik Barnes  

PO Box 2764,
Wakatipu, 
Queenstown  9349

M: 021 997 863

erik@auxilium.co.nz

mailto:chris@coconsulting.co.nz
mailto:david@amsaam.co.nz
mailto:erik@auxilium.co.nz

